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Houston, Texas 77058
Attention: Dr. G. D. Arndt
Systems Analysis Branch, TCSD
Building 440, Room 265
Subject:	 Optimum Preemphasis-Deemphasis Filter Characteristics for
LCRU Television
Gentlemen:
Attached are ten copies of the subject report, TRW Flo.
17618-U017-RO-00, dated 1' A:..•ptember 1970. This report determines
the optimum preemphasis-deemphasis filter pair to improve the perform-
s	 ance of the Lunar Communications Relay Unit (LCRU) television system.
The report derives the optimum preemphasis-deemphasis
filter pair for FM transmission of baseband video signals, such as the
LCRU color television signal, and predicts the performance of the opti-
mum filter pair. The optimum filter pair is designed to maximize the
video output signal-to-noise ratio for a given average modulating
signal power and thus improve the performance of the television system.
The analysis is based upon an envelope model of the video parer spectral
density and an FM channel which has a constraint on maximum modulating
signal peer. It is further assumed that the signal-to-noise ratio on
the channel is above FM threshold, and that the network first breakpoint
frequency equals the video envelope -3 dB frequency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During extended lunar explorations on future Apollo missions, there
will be times when a loss-of-signal will occur between the lunar module
end the lunar surface astronauts. The primary purpose of the Lunar
Communications Relay Unit (LCRU) subsystem is to provide a communications
relay link between the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) and the lunar
astronauts when these loss-of-signal conditions occur. A secondary pur-
pose of the LCRU subsystem is to provide downlink transmission of the
color television signal during lunar exploration, and also during ascent
of the lunar module.
The purpose of this report is to determine the optimum preemphasis-
deemphasis filter pair for FM transmission of baseband video signals
(or any baseband signal where the power spectrum is concentrated near the
lower end of the band) such as the LCRU color television signal. The
optimum filter pair is designed to maximize the video output signal-to-
noise ratio for a given average modulating signal power and thus improve
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1.1 LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS RELAY UNIT SUBSYSTEM
The primary ;purpose of the Lunar Communications Relay Unit sub-
system is to provide a Communications relay link between the 'Manned
Space Flignt Network and the astronauts on the lunar surface when there
is a loss-of-signal between the lunar module (LM) and the lunar surface
astronauts. In particular, the LCRU subsystem will provide a communica-
tions relay for uplink (MSFN to LCRU) and downlink (LCRU to MSFN) voice
and downlink EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Unit) data after loss -of- signal
between the LM and the lunar surface astronauts during extended lunar
exploration on the Apollo J-Missions (Apollo 15-18). A secondary purpose
of the LCRU subsystem is to provide downlink transmission of the color
television signal from the Ground Commanded Television Assembly (GCTA) and
to provide uplink relay of the 70 kHz subcarrier for GCTA.commands during
lunar exploration sorties and also during ascent of the lunar module.
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the TV video signal. The LCRU will furnish voice/data/TV transmission
for as long as three.
 6-hour sorties. Good voice/data corlmiunications is
required -From the LCRU subsystem to the 85-foot MSFN ground station during
mobile operation of the LRV or MET.
Figure 1-2 is a sketch of the LCRU installed .on the lunar roving
vehicle which is shown in fixed base operation on the lunar surface.
Television/voice/data communications between the LCRU and MSFN is obtained
with a 23 dB deployable dish antenna and the S-band uplink and downlink
carriers, 2101.8 MHz and 2272.5 MHz, respectively. Voice and data informa-
tion from EVA-2 is transmitted to EVA-1 on a 279.0 MHz VHF carrier. Voice
and/or data information from EVA-1 is transmitted to EVA-2 and the LCRU
on a 259.7 MHz VHF carrier. Voice information is relayed from the MSFN
to the astronauts exploring the lunar surface through the use of a LCRU
VHF carrier with frequency 296.8 MHz. The voice/data communication links
between the LCRU and MSFN 85-foot dish employ an adjustable helical antenna
with 6.5 d5 minimum antenna gain over a pattern t300 off boresight. The
color TV downlink capability is provided from fixed base operations (LRV
or MET in stationary position). Good television communications' performance
is required between the LCRU dish and the MSFN 210-foot dish. However,
minimally acceptable TV communications is sufficient when using the LCRU
dish and the MSFN 85-foot station.
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2. OPTIMUM PREEMPIIASIS-UEIIIPHASIS THEORY
The use of preemphasis-deemphasis to improve the performance of the
Lunar Communications Relay Unit television system has been extensively
analyzed in Reference 1. It was found that simple suboptimum preemphasis
and deemphasis networks could provide significant improvement in LCRU
television performance at a modest cost in terms of circuitry. However,
no theoretical optimization analysis was performed to determine the optimum
filter pair. In Section 2, a simple model for the power spectral density
of.
 a random video signal is assumed in order to'derive a , practical optimum
filter pair which will maximize the video signal-to-noise ratio at the
output of the baseband video filter.
2.1 OPTIMUM PREEMPHASIS-DEEMPILASIS FIL
T
ER PAIR
Consider the design of optimum preemphasis and deemphasis filters for
transmission over a noisy FM channel above threshold as shown in Figure
2-1. Assume that the channel has a constraint on maximum modulating signal
power and that it is desired to maximize • the signal-to-noise ratio at
the deemphasis filter output.
PREEMPHASIS
FI LTER
CHANNEL
	
DEEMPHASIS
FI LTER
•It
A quantity that enters into most transmission systems performance
criteria is the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiving filter output. The
ratio of average signal power to average noise power at the output of the
baseband video filter is
f
° 
M S(f) df
Po =	 f	 (2-1}
M N(f) I11d(f) i' df
0
where f  is the bandwidth of the video signal and also the bandwidth of the
baseband filter.
This ratio is to be maximized for a given average modulating signal
power, P, on the channel. Alternately, P is to be minimized for a fixed ratio
Po* In either case, the optimum condition is attained for the maximum
value of the ratio
f
P	
f fM S(f) df
PO	 ©	
(2-2)
fM	
z	
fM	
2
2 S(f ^ I H (f)	 df	 fl(f) IH (f	 dfo	 p	 o	 d
Ps/2 (2-3)
fm S f df	
I'M
	 z11(f} H(f ^ ^ dfo	 IHd(f)	 o	 d
mere Ps is the average signal poor and the two IF  hers are es Fent &I ly
inverse.'
^ ￿ s
a;
JHd(f)1 2 = C 
((f)11/2
[N(f) J
(2-4)
where c is a constant. the corresponding optimum preemphasis filter charac-
teristic is obtained from the inverse relation, 1H d (f)1 2 = IHp(f)1 , and
is
ho(f)
Iz = t h
im 1j2
p	 c [S f (2-5)
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where c is the same constant as in Equation (2-4) and is adjusted to meet
the modulating signal power constraint.
The optimum output signal-to-noise ratio as obtained with Equation 2-4)-
	
in Equation (2-1) is 	 s
fm S(f) df
0	 fo
o	
c fM Cs(f) N1f)] 112 df
	
o	 -
. For many problems concerning the transmission of video signals., it is
sufficient to model the video spectrum as a slowly changing envelope funct-ion
with relatively small variation over an interval of width . fl , the line scan
rate. In these applications, where only the bandwidth and envelope of t
video spectrum are important, the video parer spectral density may be
expressed (Reference 1) as
Qy
where
So = spectral density value at zero frequency
V = the frequency at which S(f) has fallen by 3 dB from So.
From FM noise analysis, the two-sided noise spectral . density at the
•	 output of an FM demodulator can be written for large carrier-to-noise
ratio (CNR) as
^ ^ 2
	
N(f)
 
=	
2z7f	 (2-8)
where a is the demodulator constant, n the input noise spectral density,
A the carrier amplitude, and A212 the mean carrier peer at the demodulator
input.	 .
Insertion of Equations (2-7) and (2-8) into the optimum preemphasis
filter characteristic [Equation (2-5)] yields
	
•	 2 2 2	 11?
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MW	 where f l is the breakpoint frequency and k is the network coefficient with
__
a value less than unity. A normalized logarithmic plot of HO(f) is given
	_	 in Figure 2-2(a) along with the plot of a conventional preemphasis filter
characteristic of the form
IH 
(f)12	
IH f) -2	 ki 1 + f 
2	
ki < 1
	
(2-12)
P P)l	 .
which determines a suboptimum filter pair. A normalized•logari-thmic plot
of Hd (f) is shown in. Figure 2-2(b) for both the optimum and suboptimum
deemphas i s filters.
2.2 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE IMPROVEME14T THROUGH EMPHASIS
The ratio 1 by which preemphasis- deemphasis improves the signal-to-
noise ratio of an FM signal (for large carrier-to-noise ratio) is given
•
	 (Reference 1) by
f3 /3
i =
	
M	 (2-13)
ffm  
f 
2	
df
IHp(f)12
The optimum signal-to-noise ratio improvement, 'Wopt , for an FM channel
through emphasis is defined to be
f
3/3
2-14)Innt '	 _f
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Substitution of Equation (2-11) into the above equation gives
f 3 3
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2.2.1 Solving for the Coefficient k
So that the bandwidth occupied by the FM modulated carrier may remain
constant, the requirement is made that the average power of the preempha-
sized signal, P, equal the average power of the original baseband signal,
Ps . This condition is described by the equality
t
ff M S(f)IHp(f)l 2 df = f-f fM S(f) dffM	 MC
.
	 (2-20)
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Using the results of Equation (2-18), the left hand side of Equation (2-22)
becomes
k 2 f 1	 fM	 + i	 - 1	 (2-23)
1
Evaluating the integral on the right hand side of Equation (2-22),
f
f	
IfM
fM	 d-If
o	 z = f1 tan	 f 1
fi
f
-- f i tan 1	 jf',
	(2-24)
tan- fm	 3
^1	
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f M
	 1
. opt
	-2. ---^	
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(2-27)
f
f 3
	 tan-
^ fM
f 1
	C(7f 
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+ 1
	If the power in the baseband signal is concentrated at low frequencies, 	 .,
so that fm/f 2 » 1, then 10pt will be considerably greater than • one. For
very.large values of fm/f1,
tan	 f	
n	 (2-29)
The SNR improvement increases linearly  with increasing  fM.
Increasing f 	 provides no absolute improvement in the
output signal-to-noise ratio, however, for the output noise increases
linearly with increasing fM1 while the signal density decreases as the
square of the frequency. The output filter bandwidth fm should thus be
restricted tv- just the bandwidth required to pass the highest significant
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r2.3 COMPARISON OF OPTIMUM A14U 5UUOPTINUM PERFOR14ANCE
In a previous report (Reference 1), the SNR +improvemer,t I for a
suboptimum preemphasis-deemphasis filter pair having the filter charac-
teristics (see Figure 2-2)
2 [	 z
I H (f)12 = k	 1 + ^ ,
	
(2-36)
P
IHd(f) 17 (2-37)
(2-38)
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k  
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was shown to be given by
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By applying suitable approximations or by making use of previous results,
it can be shown that
limit
 v	 (1.25 d6)	 (2-42)
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3. CONCLUSIONS.
The results of the study show that usage of the optimum filter pair
would yield only a .2 dB increase in signal-to-noise ratio improvement
over that predicted for the suboptimUm filter pair (250 kHz/-2000 kHz) as
reported in Reference 1. The values of SNR improvement using the sub-
optimum filter pair are found to be remarkably close to the optimum values.
The conclusion is that the preemphasis-deemphasis networks to be -
implemented in the LCRU television system are, for all practical purposes,
near optimum networks. The above statement is based upon an envelope
model of the video power spectral density and an FM channel which has a
constraint on maximum modulating signal power. It is also assumed that
the network first breakpoint frequency, f l , equals the video signal density
-3 dB frequency, V. Equations (2-4)-and (2- .5) define a general optimum
preemphasis-deemphasis filter pair (assuming the signal-to-noise ratio
on the channel is moderately high) for a communication channel subject
to a modulating signal power constraint. The general expressions for
the optimum filter characteristics are in terms. of the signal and noise
power spectral densities on the channel. A particular signal and noise
density together define an optimum fi 1 ter .pair.
1X
Q2 = f H3( f ) H4[X ( f )] df .
_co
.
(A-3)
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APPENDIX A
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
A.1 GENERAL
In the optimization problem considered here; the product or ratio
of integrals, which contain the variable function X(f) in the integrands,
is involved. The optimum variation of X(f) as a function of`the variable
of integration f is to be determined (Reference 2).
Let Y be the product of two such integrals
Y = Q1[ X (f)] Q2[X(f)as
	 (A-1)
where
s
	 Q1 = f ooH I (f) H 2 [X(f)] df,	 (A-2)
and
I
lr
00
= J {Qz HI (f) H;[X(f)]	 + Q1 H 3(f) H ^+C X ( f)] ax(f) df,(A-6)
where H 2 and H4 are derivatives with respect to X(f).
The minimum or maximum value of Y is obtained with dY = 0, which is
the case when
H1(f) HZ[X(f )] + a H3(f) H4[X (f )] = 05
where the constant a is
'	 Q1
a = Qz
(A_7)
(A-$)
A.2 OPTIMUM FILTER PAIR
In this case the optimum condition is attained for the maximum value
of the ratio (Reference 2)
Po
	 f
f
M 
S(f) df.
 _	 o	 (Ai9}
P	
2 IM ' S f df ^fM	 2
0	
1H^(f) `z 	
Y
N(f) JHd (f) { df
0•
t
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Comparison with Equations (A-•2) and (A-3) shows that in this case
H I (f)	 = S(f); H2(f) = 1	 =	 1	 (A-•13)
1 .Hd ( f )1	 X(f) 
H 3 (f)	 = N(f); H4(f) = (Nd (f)1 2 	=	 X('f).	 (A-14)
The relationship given in Equation
Po'
(A-7) which maximizes 'the-ratio
becomes
•
S(` ^-	 + a N(f) - 0, ( A-15)
1 Hd( f
 )14
or
Ho(f) 2 	 S f
	
112	
(A-16)( d	1	 aNf
Ile ^
0
and i,.
(fH	
12	
1	 N(f) 1/2
)	
C
p
(A-19)
where c is the same constant as in Equation (A-17).
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